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. . SUMMARY

Equations have been derived to transform cross-sectional area or
chord distributions obtained from thin sections of a sample to the
corresponding sphere size distributions in the sample. It is
anticipated that this analysis will be applied to thin sections of snow in
order to determine the snow particle size distribution.



THIN SECTION ANALYSIS

by

H. H. G. Jellinek

INTRODUCTION

Thin section analysis is concerned with the transformation of size distributions
obtained from sections of spheres, ellipsoids, and particles of other shapes into
distributions expressing the three-dimensional geometrical parameters of such
particles. The transformations can be carried out either by starting with
one-dimensional random cuts (chords) through the particle cross-sections or from
two-dimensional cuts (cross-sectional areas) of the particles. Such'section analysis
is of great importance in geology and mineralogy, where sections of minerals are
prepared and where it is desired to know the actual three-dimensional particle size
distribution. It will also be of help in determining the particle size distribution of
snow from sections cut through the snow.

The mathematical side of problems of this kind has been elaborated to a large
extent by Hagermann (1924), Krumbein ( 1935) , Chayes (1950), Greenman (1951),
Packham (1955) and Wicksell (1926). Wicksell, who actually was not concerned with
geological problems but with star clusters, gave general solutions of the problem for
spheres by relating the number distribution with respect to the section diameter to the
number distribution of the sphere diameters. He also indicated the solution of the
problem starting with chords placed at random through the sections. He also gave the
general solution for ellipsoidal particles. More recently, Roethlisberger (1955)
described an approximate method of obtaining sphere size distributions from sections.

The present paper gives derivations relevant for thin section analysis, which
deviate in many points from the derivations given by other authors.

DERIVATION OF SIZE DISTRIBUTION

Gene ral

Let dn . be the total number of cross-sectional areas in the area size interval
J\

between A and A + dA and let dn . be the number of cross-sectional areas of size
— —A,r

between A and A + dA contributed from spheres of radius between v_ and r + dr.

Only spheres of radius _r. and larger contribute to cross-sections of area A.

The minimum sphere radius may be r, and the maximum radius r ( ri can also be

0 and r = o©) .
-m

For cross-sectional areas of size A equal to or larger than ~nr1 we have:

dn . = dn . + . . . + dn . + . ... + dn .
A A,vl A,r A>rm

dn . =
A

r
m

<dr>dA= 1 dnA,rA <la)
rAJr'
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where dn./dA is the number distribution of cross-sectional areas. For areas smaller

than •nr1 :

dnA V
dnA =(HA-') dA= Z dnA,rA (lb)

The problem can also be formulated somewhat differently. The probability of
obtaining a cut of cros s-sections of size between A and A + dA from spheres of radii
between r and r + dr is given by:

dnA /N
A,r c

where N is the total number of cuts considered.
— c

The probability of obtaining cuts of size A from all spheres, that is from spheres
of radii r . to r is:

—A —m

dn
A,r

dn
A,r

dn
A, r

A

N
+ . . . +

N
+ . . .

N

Hence, the total number of cuts of size A is:

dn. = N
A c \ N(

dn
A,r

dn
A,r

+ . . . +
N )

dnA =A dnA,r-

This is the same result as the one obtained previously.

Random cuts from one sphere

A sphere may be cut at random by parallel
cuts. The number of cuts for each interval dy_
is the same ( see Fig. l) , hence:

dnA,r/dy =kl 2)

Figure 1
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Further:

r dn
^'r dy = \ dn. =2k2r =N (3)

dy J A,r
-r -r

where N is the total number of cuts.
— r

The rate of change of the number of cuts with the cross-sectional area can now be
calculated. We have:

y2 + x2 = r2.

For ttx2 = z, one obtains:

y = ± (r2 - z/tt)2 .

For the half sphere, we obtain:

dnA,r = k,
dz 2u(r2 - 2/tt)2 '

For the whole sphere:

dn .
A,r _ kt

dA " < z a/ ^' (4a)

If N =1, then ki = -r— and equation (4a) becomes:
— r 2r

dnA,r 1
"dA" = _ , 2 A/ i- (4b)

2-rrr(r': - A/tr) 2

In equation (4b) , dn^ is the probability of obtaining a cross-section between A and
A + dA from random cuts of a sphere of radius r.

Equation (4a) can also be expressed with respect to the cross-sectional radius x:

dn. dn. ,
A,r _ A,r _ kx

d(iTx2) 2irxdx _ , 7 7.\
tt( rz - x'') 2
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dnA,r = 2x (5)
dx / .2 _ _2\ 2 '(r2 - x2)

The number average area can be obtained easily from,

A r
m r

A= °
A

m

dn .
A,r

AdnA,r W jx2dnA,r
o

k,r

r

irk! \ x2 dy

o

kxr

it \ (r2 - y2) dy

A'= -^ =fur2. (6)

The average cross-sectional area radius is therefore:

rA =r^

where £ is the radius of the sphere.

Sphere size distributions

The number distribution of spheres with respect to their radii is given by:

dn •

^=f(r). (V)

If the number distribution is known, the volume or any other distribution, can be
obtained easily, or vice versa (Jellinek, 1950). The volume distribution with respect
to the radius is given by:

dv dn A . '
r r 4 3 (8)—— = —;— x ^-irr . , \°/

dr dr 3
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Relationship between number distribution of cross-sections and number distribution of
spheres with respect to sphere radius

The number of cuts in spheres of radius between _r and r + dr will be proportional
to the sphere radius and the number of spheres of radius _r (random arrangement of
spheres) .

Hence, dN = k3 r dn . (9)

The total number of cross-sections is:

r
m

Nc =k3 j rdnr. (10)
rl

As far as the cross-sectional number size distribution is concerned, it does not
matter whether one cut was made at random in each of the dN spheres or dN

c,r —c,r

random cuts in one sphere. Hence, from equations (3a), (4a), (9), and (10),
we have:

and,

or,

dN = 2k, r = k3 r dnc,r i j r

dn . k3 dn
A,r _ * ]

dA 2TT(r2-A/ir)2

dnA,r _ Ncdnr
dA in

2TT(r2-A/ir) 2 \ r dn
r

r
m

The expression \ r dn = rN_, where £ is the number average sphere radius

ri

and Ng the number of sphere's considered. Actually, N and N can both be put equal
to one, if fractional numbers of the respective distributions are considered; hence:

dn _ (dnr/dr)dr

2irr(r2-A/'n-) 2 mj
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Equation (ll) can now be introduced into equations (la) and (lb),

r
m

dn .
A .

dA 2ttF

1 y dnr/dr
rA (r2-A/Ti)2

(aJa) =_l
\ dA/A 2tt"

r
m

(dn /dr) dr
r

r. (r2-AAr) 2
(12)

Equation (12) is valid for cross-sections of area irr2 to irr2 ; the lower limit of the
— 1 —m

integral changes with the area considered. For areas smaller than jrr2 the lower

limit of the integral remains constant and is given by r^. In equation (12), the number
cross-sectional area distribution is given by experiment and it is desired to find the
number distribution for the sphere radii. The general solution of equations of this
kind can be found in Wicksell's paper (1926). Substitutions are made as follows

dn K 1
A Y(A), where K = —=

and

hence

dA 2 v " 2-rrr

, dn

Z(r) =11TL.v ' r dr

Y(:A) =2 i'^^r

Such an Abel integral can be written as follows,

r •
m

z(r) =.i e Y;(A)dA
A VTT

-rrr 2
m

dn .-. (d2n. /dA2)dA

(-ar>' = 4rr J ,A ,, 1 • <13>
"a 7"
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The procedure for constructing the_s-phere size distribution from the known
number cross-sectional area distribution is as follows. Suppose the data is available
as percentages in equal cross-sectional area intervals. The integral or cumulative
distribution is then constructed by plotting the fraction containing the smallest
cross-sections as a fraction of the total against the maximum radius of the fraction.
Next, this fraction and the second fraction are combined and the value plotted against
the maximum area of the second fraction, etc. The cumulative curve obtained in this
way is geometrically differentiated, yielding the number distribution curve with
respect to the area. This distribution has to be differentiated geometrically again,
yielding

d2nA/dA2

as a function of A. Equation (13) can now be evaluated. This can either be done
graphically or by step-wise calculation. - ;

For the graphical evaluation, a definite value of_r is chos'en and

(d2nA/dA2)/(£ - r2)2

is plotted against A, starting with an A value somewhat larger than irr2 . The area
under the curve represents the integral from r. tor ; the value for this area has to

— A —m

be multiplied by _r. This procedure has to be repeated for a sufficient number of r
values. In this way, dnr/dr multiplied by a constant factor is obtained. ~
The distribution curve for dn /dr can be drawn and normalized so that

r

r
m

dn = 1.
r

The construction of dnr/dr by calculation is as follows. Again a value for r is
chosen and also a suitable AA interval. Values of

[(d2nA/dA2)/(A _r2) I] AA

are calculated, choosing for A mean values of the fractions, and the sum in the range
for LA to L m is formed. This has to be done for a sufficient number of r_ values.

If desired, the sphere number distribution obtained in this way can be transformed
into the volume distribution by means of equation (8). The latter has then to be
normalized so that

r
m

dv = 1.
r

The experimental cross-sectional area distribution can, of course, also be
transformed into other distributions, as, for instance, into the area distribution
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with respect to area, dA /dA.

Packham (1955) went one step further in the mathematical development. In our
case, we start with equation (13) and integrate from R to <*> :

Here

j(dnp/dr)dr=-± j
R R

R

dn

<-ar>d'

1
Y'(A) dA

( rz) 2
rA vir '
A

is the cumulative curve from radius Rto ®.

Further:

R

A
dn

(^)dr =- i \y'(A)
dr

LR v -rr 'R

00

I jY,(A)(A_R2)|dA_
R

dr.

dr dA

This equation can be integrated in parts, assuming that, if

dn

A — <*> ,
A

dA
= 0.

The solution is:

$&)**--&- 1
(dnA/dA) dA

R rR2 vtt(f-*2)2
(14)

Equation (14) can be evaluated in a similar way to equation (13).

Packham (1955) suggests another procedure for the evaluation of equation (14)
but it does not seem to have much advantage over the method recommended here.
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Relationship between number distribution of
chords and number distribution of cross-

sections

From an experimental standpoint, it may
be more expedient to measure chords of the
cross-sections instead of the largest diameters.
In such a case, straight lines need only be
drawn across the sections and the chords

obtained in this way measured. This is
simpler than measuring the diameters and
lends itself to automatic recording.

The sphere size distribution is obtained
by a double application of the method
described previously. First, the number
cross-sectional area distribution is found from

the chord distribution and second, the sphere
size distribution is derived from the cross-
section distribution.

Figure 2,

Figure 2 represents a cross-sectional area obtained from a random cut through
a sphere; x is half the length of a chord and r_ is the cross-sectional radius.

By the same procedure as employed previously, the number chord distribution
with respect to half its length is given by:

dn
x,r

A

2k4 x

*£-*)

(Actually the distribution is the same for the total chord length;__r has to be replaced
by the corresponding diameter. ) The number of cut areas of size between r . and

r + dr is given by:

dN = kc rA dn
c,r

A
A r

As explained previously, one can write:

dN = 2k4r. =k5r.dn
c,r

A
A r

A

Hence:

dnx,rA k5x rA^dnrA/drA^ drA

dx
r 2 - x2) 2

The distribution considering all areas from ttx2 to jrr2 is given by:
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r
m/*M =k xf rA(dnrA/drA)drA

\dx /x 5J (r2 _x2) |

Putting Y(x) =
2 dnx/dx

k5x

one obtains,

Y(x) =2^
rA(dnrA/drA)drA

(ri-x2)
A

This equation can be solved in the same way as employed previously. Thus:

r
m

dnrA 1 C Y'(x) dx

drA W/ (-2-l)2 "
rA A

dnrA
r . /d2n >
mil x

2 f x \ dx2 J'" x2 \dx /

drA " k5TrrJ (x2_
'!)*

(15)

dnr /dr can be obtained from this equation by a graphical or numerical method.

dn /dx and with it d2n /dx2 are given experimentally. In order to obtain the sphere
x x

distribution dn /dr, dn^./dr. is transformed into dn /dA as follows. It is clear
r rA A A

that the number of areas in the radius interval _r and r + dr is the same as that

in the area interval A and A + dA
~rA rA rA.

Hence:

dn ,

rA dnA
dn /irr2 dr

r ' A A dA dA
A

dn./dA can be normalized so that \ dnA - 1 and dnr/dr

can be obtained by the method discussed previously.

GPO 829390—6
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Also in the present case, the calculations can be extended a step further and the
cumulative curves can be considered.

Thus:

j>=-iMi
R

A
R

dr

R (*2-rA>*
dx

00

- \ Y'(x)[tt/2 - sin-iR/xjdx.
R

Assuming that Y(x) =0 if x

one obtains finally,

(dn /dx) dx

dr

R
A

kcir £ x2(x2-R2)2
(16)
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APPENDIX

It may be useful in some cases to assume sphere size distributions likely to be
met with in practice. Equation (12) can then either be solved generally or numerically
and the number cros s-section distribution can be obtained directly and compared with
the distribution obtained experimentally.

One of the simplest distributions is the rectangular distribution. This case and the
case for the normal distribution will be discussed below.

Rectangular sphere volume distribution with respect to sphere radius

For this case, between the limits r, and r ,
1 m

dv /dr = k2 or dn /dr = § —fr
r r 4 r

The total number of spheres is

NS =
_ 1^

Lr ~ 8tt
1 1

The number average diameter is given by,

r dn

2r, r

n ri + r

Hence, equation (12) becomes in this case,

dnA/dA
3N r, r r" dr

c x m

!^(r " rx) J ,, 2 A

'A ^ * '

Integration for areas above irrj yields

3N r, r
c l m

dn./dA =A' I6tr(r -r,)A

(r2 -- ) cos-M— )2
5 + ;

(A}2

For areas from 0 to tti^ , we have,

(17a)
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dn./dA =
A

3N r, r
cm

I6(r -r)A

cos'
(A/ir)

cos

(A/tt)

A 1 •> A ^
(r2 --)2 (rf - - )2
v m it ' v x ir '

-i (A/ir)

(17b]

It turns out that equation (17a) gives a straight line to a very good approximation by
plotting log (dn /dA) against log A.

Normal sphere volume distribution with respect to sphere radius

Hence.

dv

dr

dn

<r V 2tt
v

exp
(r-O

cr = standard deviation,
v

r = volume average diameter,
v °

(r-r )2

dr 4tt r3cr \/2tt
v

exp

m exp

dnA/dA = K
A

"A
r3(r2-A/rr)

dr

18)

Equation (18) can be evaluated by Simpson's rule

The plot of log (dn /dA) against log A is a<

cases show a maximum, depending on the parameters chosen

The plot of log (dn /dA) against log A is actually a curve, which will in most

GPO 829390—4


